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TRADE Q0ESTIO5T? AT UITCM) II

1. The analysis of the recent trends and the current situation in

Africa's trade with the rest of the world suggests a number of conclusions

regarding the objectives which the African countries should pursue in

the discussions and negotiations on international trade policies. As

far as the questions currently on the agenda for negotiation within the

framework of UNCTAD the following main positions would seem to emerges

I- General aspects of commodity policy

2. The recent discussions on particular arrangements and techniques

for dealing with commodity problems has tended to obscure the overall

need for a reorganization of the present system of international commodity

marketing. This reorganization is needed in order both to stabilize the

commodity markets and to assure to the developing countries an adequate

participation in international commodity trade at remunerative prices.

Behind these discussions stands the whole network of interests in inter

national commodity trade as at present organized. Any Attempt to make a

wholesale replacement of the present system with a new one would probably

not bt; either feasible or acceptable. But an extensive modification and

adaptation of the present institutions and instruments for international

commodity trade should not be beyond the possibility of international

policy.

3. The need for a reform of the international commodity marketing system

has been accepted in principle by certain of the more advanced countries,

notably France and the Socialist countries. For the African regions

which will continue to depend upon the trade in primary commodities for

the bulk of its export earnings for a long time to come, it would be

profitable to seek a more general acceptance of this principle during

this phase of international discussion in the hope that at a subsequent

period practical action mi£ht be initiated to implement it. In the field

of commodity trade this is the revolution which would parallel the radical

change represented by the recent acceptance by the Government of the

United States to consider the feasibility of instituting a general system
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of preferences in the field of exports of manufactures and s<*mi-manufacture8

for the benefit of the developing countries.

4- In principle progress towards a reform of international commodity

marketing ought to "be more easy to attain than progress on the question

of preferences for exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures. This

is because most of the more advanced countries, as well as some developing

countries, have long experience of national and international policies

designed to stabilize conditions and to improve the returns to effort

in the primary producing sectors of their own economies. To a certain

degree, this fact is in itself an impediment to progress towards a

reform of the international commodity marketing system owing to the

contradictions "between the various national interests that have been

built up in the process of stabilizing domestic primary producing sectors

in individual countries. But for a large number of commodities, including

all the tropical products which represent the major export interest of the

developing countries of Africa at the present time, this consideration

does not arise. A reform of just that segment of the international commodity

system would therefore represent a feasible and an important objective of

the African countries' approach to these negotiations.

5- It is not likely that any general formula on the means of implement

ing such a policy undertaking can be agreed on immediately or be

universally applicable. On the contrary, an excessive concentration on

suoh operational detail could obscure the approach towards a general

commitment by all the parties concerned to change the present organiza

tion of the commodity markets. The African countries could profitably

aim at securing!

(a) An agreed declaration on the need for the reform of the

international commodity trade system in favour of the export

interests of developing countries spelling out the general

principles which should guide commodity agreements made for

this purpose 5
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(b) An undertaking by the developing countries to support a pro

gramme to carry out the reform initially in respect of tropical

products and their first-stage derivatives;

(c) A commitment to try and carry out this limited programme of

regorm within a period of. say, 5 years.

6. This last provision is of particular interest "because previous

agreements to act on commodity problems did not have target dates for

their implementation and, partly as a consequence of this, have had

little practical result. Also, in spite of the wealth of existing

experience in the field of commodity market management, no systematic

and concentrated effort has been made, such as has finally led to

agreement even in the difficult field of international monetary reform.

Those of the more advanced countries which have professed their accept

ance of the need of a reorganisation of international commodity marketing

have therefore not been able to offer the leadership that they could

offer within a strong international context.

13- • African exports of agricultural primary commodities

Commodities which compete with similar products from developed

countries

7. The main commodities concerned here are oils and oil seeds, vegetables

and fruits, grains and meat, sugar and cotton. Exports of these are

generally imvedod "by physical quoian on imports, or subsidies for domestic

producers in developed countries, or often both types of barriers at

the same time. In the immediate future what is required in an increase

in the quotas open to African exporters of these commodities, preferably

to be achieved by a net increase in the global quotas of imports allowed

into each-market«

8. Some of protectionist devices used by the more advanced countries

are'ostensibly meant to smooth out the process of transition from domestic

to foreign sources of supply in meeting their requirement. In addition,

many countries aim at freezing a certain minimum level of national or
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regional self-sufficiencrr in t^ne productsP However, there has "been

.a tendency in some cases to increase the degree of self-sufficiency.

And there is no clear commitment as to the period of trasition in

those cases where protection is supposed to "be a trasitional device.

9- The negotiations under UN CTAD oould therefore aim at3,

(i) "binding the levels of output ;7hich are to be protected, in the

developed countries;

(ii) allocating fixed percentages of the demand to be filled by

developing area suppliers within the global import quotas;

(iii) fixing- target dates or perious within which the quota systems

themselves will be eventually dismantled so that developing

countries can compete for the available market without restriction,

Commodities which_do not _c_o^T>e_t_e with products^of advanced countries

10. These are generally the tropical productss cocoa, coffee, hardwood

lumber, tea, rubber and sisal, For these commodities the principal

problems to be overcome- arc those 01' market instability and the effects

of domestic charges 01: various sorts which inhibit the increase of

consumption in the developed countiies,

( i ) Stabiliseti_cri

The International Coffee Agreoment -for the present assures

reasonable pcability in. 'c]ie coffee market, The hope that a cocoa

agreement would be signed before tho Second Session of UUCTAD was

on the other hand dashed when the United Nations Cocoa Conference

suspended its meeting at the end of December 1967 without reaching

agreement. The outstanding issues appear to be twofold. On the

one hand thore obviously exists a link between the solutions found to

certain issues in a cocoa agreement and similar problems in other .

commodity agreementss such as the International Coffee Agreement, the

second term of which is still being re-negotiated- There are. on the

other hand a- few more general trade problems, such as the question of

special preferences, ^Iiic-h certain of the interested parties would
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like to start tackling within Individual commodity agreements.

However, it should be possible for- the African, and other producing

countries to agree in shelving this issue until the principles of

a broader and more comprehensive scheme to compensate those countries

which will be losing the special preferences -have bo-;-, ^'c '^tionally

agreed. In the present:-— ' '5 on oocoa -uhe oid questions of the

oojatributions of product;; and ccnturners to the srpenses of a buffer

stock operation and of th3 disposal of long standing surpluses also

seem not to have found a solution. That a consensus web maintained

on the most fundamental problem of the price range seems to indicate

that an international cocoa a^-oenair1: trill bo achieved as soon as

the political and balance of payments situation in certain consuming

countries improved* So:ie African countries oould benefit from a

revival of effective international arraneeme.ito to protect trade

in tea, rubber and siua7 . The problem to bo solved with regard to

tea are almost similar to those affeot: nr> 2.,Vffc;, <?.nd'cocoa.

The depression and extreme instab^.li^ that has characterized

trade in rubber and sisal contrast sherply vuth the experience of

the manufacturing indue tries -reducing synthetic substitutes for

these natural commodity ~-n »-* ir a;i^ \Lx?.l-j to -.ntinue over the

longer run, given ^he tochnologj.cai conditions in those fi.elds. The

approach required is to find some nans of amoothing the d.cline

in the share of these natural products in the total market on a basis

Parallel to that applied to agricultural products in developed countries

which face competition from products of dc/eloping countries. Addition

ally, domestic measures are r.auirod In African and other developing

countries to reduce costs of production so that market forces can

contribute their due share to the array of measures for stemming the

trend towards a relative ^c>^e ^ the consumption of these natural

products.
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(ix) Internal charges and duties

The undertakings agreed both under GATT and at the First

UNCTAD to abolish fiscal duties and charges on manufactured goods

deriving from tropical primary products did not have any target

dates attached to them, and in the majority of the highly developed

countries they have not as yet been implementd. Considering the

time that thas already elapsed since these undertakings were given,

and the relative unimportance of these charges in the fiscal systems

and balance of payments policies of most of the advanced countries

principally involved, it would not be unreasonable to aim at securing

a commitment that all such charges will be abolished by 1970.

Ill- African exports of metals and ores

11. African exports of metals have tended to grow at a substantially

slower pace than exports of ores. For certain products, such as copper

and iron ore, a considerable degree of market instability has been

experienced. And for many of these metals and ores domestic producers

in the more advanced countries have gained most of the increases in

world demand that have taken place.

12. The outlook for an increase in African earnings through increased

exports of metals in place of ores depends upon the effects of both

African and overseas governments' policies on the investment decisions

of major international corporations. As important negative example is

the recent reduction of the privileges enjoyed by international cor

porations in the UK, and the attempt tu establish local facilities fnr

aluminium production in the same country with substantial government

support in order to supplant foreign sources of supply, including African

ones.

13. The recent experience in the copper market, which is of great

importance to African exports, contrasts markedly with the stable con

ditions in the market for aluminium which is the principal competing

product. And the difference is patently bound up with the maintenance
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of a traditional system of marketing for copper as against the more

organized system of marketing which is applied to aluminium. The

principal copper-producing countries, including Zambia and Congo (Kinshasa),

have taken the first steps towards concerted policies in this industry.

The objective must "be to obtain some indication as to what contribution

the governments of the more advanced countries would "be willing to

make towards the achievement of greater stability in the copper industry.

And for this purpose the African countries could propose the calling

of an international conference on copper.

14. The International Tin Agreement demonstrates the feasibility and

usefulness of international commodity agreements. Producing countries

which joined it rather reluctantly at a period of high prices have

benefited from its being brought into play soon afterwards to shore

up a falling market.

IV. Exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures

15. The more advanced countries generally maintain a level of tariffs

on manufactures and semi-manufactures of interest to African countries

which represents a substantial escalation of the impediment to trade,

and hence an obstacle to the prospects of the industrialization of the

African countries along one of the most important directions. These

tariffs in effect constitute a very high rate of taxation by developed

countries on the value added in the processing industries of the develop

ing countries. The principal objective of the African countries should

therefore be to secure a reduction of the high tariffs on manufactures

and semi-manufactures.

16. In the case of both mineral-based and agriculture-based semi-manufactures,

the reduction or abolition of the existing duties in the US, UK and EEC

markets would create substantial opportunities for economic development

in African countries. The value of these concessions would be greater

if such removal of tariffs was on a preferential basis so that processing

industries in- developing countries stood at an advantage against similar

processing industries in more advanced countries as regards their export
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sales. But even without the granting of such preferences a general dis

mantling of tariffs on semi-manufactured goods which African countries

now export or could readily produce for export would represent a substantial

gain.

17* In general the tariffs levied on manufactured goods "by most developed

countries represent a further escalation of trade barriers beyond those

facing the corresponding serai-manufactures. Despite the outstanding success

achieved by the Kennedy Round in reducing tariffs on manufactures, the

items mostly affected are not those in which developing countries are

the actual or potential major suppliers„ Thus the objective of the African

countries in these further discussions should be to secure a new round

of tariff reductions concentrated on export items of interest to Africa

1/
and other developing regions.—'

18. The present round of -tariff TQrhiot.i'.cns has been achieved through

the GATT processes of negotiation which are based on the exchange of .

reciprocal concessions of approximately equal value by the principal

exporters of various commodities„ But African and other developing

countries cannot offer concessions for the desired reductions in the tariffs

facing export items of interest to them without virtually destroying most

of their young industries or preventing such industries from being

established in the future- The demand for a reduction in tariff duties on

African exports is therefore to be presented in bhe form of a demand for

unilateral tariff reductions, by the advanced countries without reciprocal

concessions on the part of African countries.

19• For the group of manufactured products which are derived from

tropical agricultural products and for which there are no direct

substitutes produced in the more advanced countries, it would be reasonable

to set an early target date for such unilateral removal of duties. In

many cases 1970 could be a reasonable target.

1/For tariff information about products that could be included in such

negotiations See: Tariff and Other Obstacles Facing Selected- Products

of Export Interest to Africa After The Kennedy Round (3/CH.14/™CTAjm/2)
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20= For tlmae mar.ufactuxed gr.ods deriving firm African primary products

which compete with similar products in the more advanced countries and

on which tariff reductions have not already "been achieved under the

Kennedy Round (e.g. list of selected items) a longer target date could

"be aimed at, say, 1975"

21. For1 manufactured goods on which adequate tariff reductions have

been negotiated in the Kennedy Round the main question that arises is

whether any special advantages will be given to developing countries

in the application of these reductions (see further below). But the

Kennedy Round has also left certain of the most important African

export items still facing rates of tariff duty which constitute an im

port barrier to trade especially for new manufacturing enterprises juoh as

the African countries would possess- Action with regard to these is also

discussed below in connexion with the question of preferences.

22. Two particular issues on which African countries will want to see

some progress, made are those of the impediments to trade in the Japanese

.market and the international arrangements concerning trade in textiles.

Non-tariff restrictions are applied more extensively in Japan on products

which African countries already export or could easily develop for export

than in any of the region's other major markets* Partly as a result

of this, Africa has persistantly run large trade deficits with Japan

which, credits from that country "being less easily obtainable than from

other trading partners, the African countries have to finance ■with export

surpluses with other convertible currency areas.

23. Some African countries have a share in the existing international

quota system applied by the more advanced countries to keep out textiles

produced by developing countrieso The result of the Kennedy Round in

this field was largely to confirm these protectionist arrangements for

a further period ahead. While for those African countries which are

already established in the textile trade conditions may not have actually

worsened, for a number of others, in particular the cotton-producing

countries in sub-Saharan Africa, these arrangements constitute a denial

of what could be an important means of their industrialization and of
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increasing their export earnings , It would therefore be advisable to

seek through UUCTaD a workable method of having this question re-opened

at an early date,

24- The African region^ in co-operation with the other developing areas,

should aim at making this series of UNCTAD discussions and negotiations

the occasion for starting on a post-Kennedy process of trade liberalization

designed specifically to promote the trade of developing countries. The

traditional resources and procedures under GATT have yielded outstanding

results in liberalizing trade among those countries to whose level of

development these traditional arrangements are well suited. But other

methods are required to solve the trade problems of the developing coun

tries, especially methods which avoid the obstacles of reciprocity and

the principle of the most favoured-nation treatment.

V. Preferences for the exports of developing countries

25» As indicated above, the lowering of duties on the exports of

manufactures and serai-manufactures of interest to African countries by the

major trading areas would represent a substantial gain to the prospects for

development in these countries. In most cases the reduction of duties on

a preferential basis in favour of such exports from African and other

developing regional vis-a-vis the exports from industries in the more

advanced countries would represent a substantial further advantage. Some

times the enjoyment of such preferential advantages would make the

difference between the ability or the inability of enterprises in the

African countries to compete in export markets since they start from a

position of disadvantage in respect of other determinants of production

cost - labour efficiency, cost of capital and managerial services, cost

of transport, commercial services, etc.

26. The terms of the resolution adopted at the first UNCTAD on this

question foreshadowed the granting of such preferences on all imports of

manufactures and semi-manufactures into the markets of the developed

economies from the developing countries. It is now being widely suggested

that the granting of preferences partly be considered in terms of the
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application of the tariff reduction^ negotiated unde"" the Kennedy-

Round at a faster pace for exports from developing countries than for

similar exports from more advanced countries„ The 24th session of the

Contracting; Parties to GATT had very little to say on advance application

of Kennedy Hound tariff cuts on products of interest to developing

countries. Developed Contracting Parties were only "urged to take broadest

possible action having regard however to the effects of such^tion on

the interests of developing countries at present benefiting from pre

ferences." As indicated above, these Kennedy Round reductions have been

achieved on a selection of manufactures and semi-manufactures which

are primarily of interest to the principal negotiating countries. They

will apply to products many of V7hich can only be produced in relatively.

large and technologically more advanced economies -> A few developing.

countries with relatively more advanced industries could gain substantially

from such a programme of a rapid application of Kennedy Sound concessions.

27- This way of starting to implement a policy of preferences :.:ight

have some significance for a number of products of interest to African

countries—' ? particularly if the advance removal of those few tariff

concessions that w^re made in respect of primary commodities were also

included in such a system of ^references. It hats to ^e borne in mind

however that the application of the Kennedy Round reductions as between

the developed countries themselves is to be completed within five years„

Therefore any programr.10 for their advanced application in respect of the

exports of developing: coimtries* however general and rapid3 will only give

them advantages for a limited period. During; this five-year period, few,

if any, investments in new production capacity could be established to

take advantage of the prCo?:^'^.,l position and then be ^r.oriized, Besides,

the margin of tariff preferences would itself be a steadily diminishing

margin as the global application of the Kennedy Round reductions was put

into effect. Therefore, in addition to whatever advantage might be

obtained through the implementation of the recent tariff agreements the

For details, eoo:Tari ■'/ "^^J'^l'^Obsjs.clor; JJ]no-^ <: Selected Products

of Export Interest "to Africa Aftor the Kennedy Round l^/CN.H/UNCTED Il/2)
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African countries should join in the search for the establishment of a

new list of items on which tariff reductions will "be granted different

from, or at least additional to, the items involved in the Kennedy Round

reductions.

28. The question whether this search should be conducted under the

auspices of UBCTAD or GATT is in essence a diversion from the real

issues. The same countries are involved in both the developed and the

developing country sides in both institutions, and the commitments that

are made have to be decided by the same governments. The one real issue

here is that a system of tariff preferences have to be implemented by

the more advanced countries on a basis of no reciprocity from the benefi

ciary countries and no automatic extension of the concessions to other

developed countries. Once these principles are accepted the basic

groundrules of GaTT, which have hindered the full participation of developed

countries in the benefits of the post war liberalization of world trade,

would have been changed. This is the real concession at which Africa and

the other developing regions should be aiming at.

29. The African countries should stand with other regions on the position

stated in the previous OTTC-niiD resolution to try to find the means for all

developed countries to grant tariff preferences on a non-reciprocal basis

to all manufactures and semi-manufactures exported by developing countries.

For items on which tariff reductions have been agreed under the Kennedy

Eound as well as for items not affected by such reductions this approach

means searching for a practicable method of applying a parallel set of

tariff cuts for the benefit of developing countries. Since the main

criterion here would be not the balancing of advantages between trading

partners but facilitating the exports of developing countries it would be

necessary to seek a maximum coverage of such tariff cuts, i.e. a minimun

of exceptions, as well as the reduction of the preferential rate wherever

possible to zero so as to give developing countries' industries the

maximum chance of competing with domestic industry in each of the developed

countries' markets.
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30. There is general concensus that the more advanced countries should

have ample flexibility in the application of such a programme of pre

ferential tariff reductions so as to avoid too sudden disruptions in

their domestic industry or their balance of payments position. And the

more general the system of preferences which is sought the greater the

numbers of safeguards which should be accepted,, But it should always

be clear that these exceptions and even reversals of tariff reductions

are temporary measures. .And if possible the scheme ought to have an

agreed date, say, 1975j when the granting of preferences should be

completed. Otherwise the scheme could be rendered ineffective. Equally,

any attempt to categorise either developing countries or industrialized

countries into different classes and to evolve differnt systems of

preferential tariff reductions for each class would lead the whole pro

cess of negotiating and implementing these proposals into impossible

technical and administrative complications.

31. A second issue in the present search for a means of applying

preferences is how to raer^e the new system of preferences with already

existing schemes so as to avoid the granting of preferences by the

developed countries concerned to certain developing countries and not

to others, or the eventual application of different margins of preference.

The main problem involved here is how to avoid discrimination in favour

of some African countries in the markets of the EEC as against exporters

of similar products in non-associated African countries and in other

countries of the third world..

32. Since as a rule the common external tariff of the EEC on primary

commodities supplied by both associated and non-associated countries

is already fairly low (thoughfo.th a number of important exceptions),

the principal benefit of the preferential position consists of the

possibility which it opens up that the associated countries can develop

exports of manufactures and serai-manufacturs under more favourable conditions,

and hence much faster, than other developing countries. It has to be

borne in mind, however? that in many of these lines of trade domestic

manufactures in the EEC rather than producers in neighbouring African
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or other developing countris are the main competitors for the prospective

new industries in the associated countries„ Such domestic producers

in the EEC areas are, of course, not affected by the existence of the

preferential tariff. Consequently, the value of the potential advantage

could easily be over-estimated. But in considering the possibility of

any modifications in the present position African countries will have

to weigh the compensatory advantages that might be offered - such as

preferential access to the markets of North America, the EFTA countries

and Japan which together may offer much greater opportunities for trade

than the EEC area by itself.

33- Exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures from the associated

countries to the EEC seem to have increased at a noticeably more rapid

pace than exports of similar products ircra non-associated African

countries in the period of 1960-1965 in response to the preferential

advantages enjoyed by the associated countries. It has also to be

considered that such preferences have been applied for a relatively

short time in those 'EEC countries which were not formally

metropolitan powers„ It is nowhere being suggested that the countries

of the EEC would remove the preferences in the field of manufactures

and semi-manufactures enjoyed by the associated African countries by

applying to their exports the Community's common external tariff. The

main interest of the other countries concerned is that tariffs applied

on competing exports supplied by their industries might also be reduced

and eventually removed ^ltog^'her by the EEC countries which form a

very large part of the world's total export markets. The associated

African countries had already agreed at the First UNCTAD that such a

general tariff reduction by the EEC countries in favour of other

developing countries would be acceptable to them if at least equivalent

advantages could be provided for the loss of this one element of

preferential advantage in their prospects of economic development. Such

compensation would only partly take the form of assistance to enable

export industries in the associated countries to compete with similar

industries in non-associated countries. As far as concerns associated

and non-associated countries in Africa cliere is no presumption that
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such industries in the former are notably less efficient than correspond

ing industries in the latter.

34* The compensation sought would therefore consist principally of

general development assistance that would strengthen the infrastructure

and the production superstructure of the associated countries. In

particular, measures are required which expand the capacities for the

production of manufactured goods in the associated countries both for

domestic consumption and for export.

35- ^n "the meantime it would be justifiable if the demand was to be

made that the existing export markets of the associated African member

States in the EEC should be protected by exempting them from the

application of any tariff quotas which the EEC might impose on exports

from developing countries of any manufactured and semi-manufactured

goods on which duties might be removed or reduced by tiem. ouch exports

from the associated African States would then continue to enjoy duty

free entry into the EEC in unlimited quantities.

36. The question of granting preferences to all developing countries

on their exports of primary commodities raises more difficulties in

the case of those primary products (mainly tropical agricultural products)

where the main competitors for suppliers in the associated African

member States are suppliers in other developing countries. Any accept

able solution must obviously start with some strong provisions for pro

tecting the existing interests of the associated countries which in this

case are much more substantial than in the field of manufactures and

semi—manufactures. This could be done for instance by granting to the

associated countries a tariff quota based on their recent average sales

to the EEC market while a reduction of the common external tariff was

being brought in favour of the other developing countries.

37- The speed of this transition is of the essence of this problem.

Whether applied to general national development or to the special

programmes for diversifying the primary production base of their eco

nomies, the flow of developmental resources to the associated o
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has tended to be quite modest in recent years. Certainly, it has not

been on a scale anywhere near what would be regarded as equivalent

compensation for a loss of tariff preferences which, with the addition

of various quota devices, amounts to a virtual monopoly over large

segments of the EEC market for some products. In this area the discus

sion of the trade issues cannot be separated from the discussion of the

financial questions on the UNCTAD agenda if an acceptable solution is

to be found.

VI. Trade between African countries and socialist countries

38. The promise held out at the First IMC?AD for an improvement in

this field was that the Socialist countries would:

(a) Trade in primary commodities with African and other develop

ing countries on a more remunerative and stable basis, e.g.

by concluding long-term agreements to purchase primary com

modities at stable prices.

(b) Assure exports of semi-manufactures and manufactures from

African and other developing countries into their markets

by the granting of the necessary import allocations and the

conclusion of similar long-term contracts.

(c) In particular, facilitate the development of such industries

by assuring them export outlets to pay for the capital which

Socialist countries might lend to African and other develop

ing countries for the establishment of such industries.

39« Khile many trade agreements have been signed by the Socialist and

African countries, some of them specifying fairly precise targets for

shipments of various commodities and most of them representing an

increase in the average purchases of such commodities by the Socialist

countries, very few of these contracts are known either to have implied

the payment of higher fian world market prices, whether on the average

or on purchases made at the bottom of the price cycle, or even to have

assured to an African country stable prices for its primary commodity

exports over the course of any one crop year.
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40. The probability is that the Socialist countries will continue to

organize their imports of primary commodities manufactures and semi

manufactures from .African and other developing countries by means of '

bilateral trade agreement. But it is in the interest of the African

countries that the Socialist countries fee requested to undertake to

introduce some clauses on prices stabilization into such bilateral

agreements.- One possible method of implementing such an undertaking

would be to institute a system whereby after a given trading period the

accounts reflecting the exchanges could be adjusted so that the payment

by the Socialist country would be not less than an agreed floor price

irrespective of the prices at which individual contracts have actually

been concluded during the course of the trading period. Additionally,

it could be arranged that from one year to the next such floor prices

should not vary by more than a given percentage.

41. It is generally considered that recent internal changes in the

methods of planning and economic management of some Socialist countries

could have the effect of making their tariff duties a more important

regulator of imports than they have been hitherto. Therefore African

countries have an interest in keeping the question of tariffs in the

Socialist countries on the UHCTAD calendar with a view to obtaining

preferences for the exports of developing countries or alternatively

a general lowering of the tariff wall,

"VII. Thei financing of "buffer stocks

42. This problem has emerged as a major stumbling block in the way of

action in the field of the marketing of primary commodities, for instance,

in the recent negotiations for an international cocoa agreement. The

essential point to insist on is that primary commodity stocks are at

present held in large volume primarily with the aid of ordinary commercial

tanking credit in the more developed countries plus the private capital

of specialist dealers in the commodity markets as well as ordinary manufactures

who use these commodities. A solution that tries to bypass the resources

of the commercial banking system especially in the major Western markets

for primary commodities would create exceptional and possibly unnecessary

difficulties.
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43• It seems that some of the recent discussion of this question has

"been impeded by the assumption that the present sources of credit for

finanoing stocks of primary commodities wi-11 no longer be available

or, if available, should not for some reason be used in international

buffer schemes. Instead the concentration has been on diverting, a

proportion of the available international financial assistance to be

locked up in commodity stocks (which would anyway be difficult to

accomplish in the present situation where foreign aid as a whole is

tending to decline), or on persuading multilateral financial agencies

to undertake the function of buffer stock financing which they seem

very reluctant to do.

44. It might be worthwhile for the African countries to propose a

new approach starting from the assumption that financial resources for

holding the worldrs stocks of primary commodities already exist, that

they will probably continue to be available whatever the system of

commodity marketing in force, and that under present circumstances the

best chances of success in solving the problem of buffer stock financing

might be in making this financing available to the international com

munity on the same basis as it is now available to private borrowers.

45. The actual costs to be covered in any financing scheme for buffer

stocks consist ofs

(a) Storage costs, including the cost of the capital locked up

in the stored commodity and charges for physical services "

towards the preservation of "be stocks;

(b) Po'ssible losses of the buffer stock operation if during a

period of declining prices it is called on to moderate the

fall in prices by buying commodities at the top or middle

of the price curve which it then has to resell at the bottom

of the trough (though obviously such a sales policy would

defeat the very purposes of the buffer stock operation).
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46, The physical stock of commodities itself represents the most

important collateral against which the present financing of commodity

stock is provided .by the commercial banking system. The international

ization of the stock-holding operation will make no difference to this

central element. If the buffer stock manager were allowed access to

the commercial banking system at the various financial centres concerned,

then the problem for the governments participating in an international

commodity agreement would be reduced to agreeing on how to share the

cost of this finance, and what kinds of guarantees to place behind the

borrowing of the buffer stock manager from the commercial banks.

47* As concerns the sharing of costs, since the operation of a buffer

stock scheme is economically meaningless except on the assumption that

its effect will be to raise earnings on the whole crop above what would

have "been earned without a buffer stock system, it follows logically

that the cost of operation can be met out of the increased earnings

on that portion of the total output of the commodity which is actually

sold for consumption. Whether, and to what extent, governments of

consuming countries will make a contribution towards meeting these

costs is a political arrangement that affects the value of the member

ship of these governments in the international commodity schemes. It

should also determine the degree of influence which they are able to

exercise over the policies of the buffer stock scheme. In the extreme

case the producing countries by themselves could establish "buffer

stock corporations to intervene on the markets in their favour without

the financial support of consuming countries. Such support is, however,

preferable in order, to assure that the working of commodity agreements,

is not excessively bent to the disadvantage of consumers, and to the

ultimate disadvantage of producers themselves through its effects on

consumption. It is also to be recoL-£iized that the major financial

powers if they were opposed to a buffer stock scheme could undermine

it by denying the "buffer stock manager access to sources of ordinary

commercial financing within their territories.
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48. In general, as indicated above, a buffer stock scheme properly-

managed should make a profit rather than a loss, since it would be

expected to buy at the bottom and fcell at the top of the market rather

than vice versa. The difficult problem here is for the scheme to "be

able to carry stocks over the price cycle of the particular commodity

market. In the case of cocoa for instance, the period of relative

surpluses lasted for 7 years form 1958/59 to 1964/65 during which a

cumulative excess of production over current consumption totalling some

450,000 tons accrueda In the absence of adequate restraints on the

rate of increase of production, the cost of neutralizing these surpluses

could therefore mount substantially though it is essential to note that

these surpluses have in fact been financed. The difference between the

present situation and that under an international scheme -would be that

where as these stocks have built up in the hands of dealers and manu

facturers end have consequently tended to exert a depressive influence

on the market, they would now be held by a representative of both pro- .

ducers and consumers and not used to hold prices down. For this to be

achieved it. is required (a) that the buffer stock scheme can raise credit

enough to hold the surpluses which develop, in the same way that private

interests in consuming areas can now do and (b) that this accommodation

should not be withdrawn at precisely the most difficult period during

a commodity cycle. It is in assuring these two essential conditions

that the assistance of the governments of the more advanced countries

as well as of multilateral financial institutions could perhaps be

most usefully sought-

49. The less important problem in the financing of buffer stock scheme

if such assistance was secured would then be the provision of seed capital

to get the scheme off to a start - Many of the major commodities are

at present managed by statutory corporations in the developing countries

or giant international companies with substantial capital resources.

And depending upon the size of surplus stocks which could be expected

to accumulate in any one commodity market over a medium-term period

of 3 to 5 years, the equity capital required for a buffer stock scheme

would generally "be modest in relation to the volume of taotal trade in

the commodityo
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SPBCIAL MEASURES IN FAVOtm OF THff L2L;ST DEVELOPED AMUNO DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES '

50. The African region, by most criteria, has the overwhelming pro

portion of the areas of the world that can he classified as b^ing

the least developed,. But the level of development even of the more

developed parts of the region is so low in comparison with general

international standards that the identification of certain part of

Africa to be classified as areas of least development is of limited

meaningfniness in terms of international economic policy. Moreover,

the solution of the problems of the majority of the least advanced

countries, eog* the implementation of programmes for their industrializa

tion, requires co-operation between them and their neighbouring

countries. Special problem areas, suoh as areas of persistent water

shortage,' tend to span a number of African countries. And with the

already complex network of relationships which wxists between Africa

and the rest of the world, and which often tends to weaken the cohesion

of the region, it is not advisable to construct within the framework

of UNCTAD another lino of division based on the relatively tenuous

distinction between the highly underdeveloped and the least developed.

The African approach to any agreements that can be achieved for inter

national action on this subject should therefore be based on a search

for special measures in favour of the region as a whole.

51. The fundamental deficiency which characterizes and also causes

the condition of extreme economic backwardness is the inadequacy of

the basic complement of human and physical infrastructure. Historically,

the solution of this problem in many regions which are now relatively

advanced has depended upon the transfer to them of a volume of capital

and'technological resources adequate to transform the situation regarding

the supply of infrastructure facilities. The difficult situation

which now faces the African countries is that, during this period of

their emergence when they would be able to utilize effectively a

massive injection of external resources to build up their infrastruc

ture the total amount of such resources available to the developing
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countries as a group has tended to stagnate or even to fall. The

demands of other developing areas which made an earlier start in the

process of development are also tending to increase rathar than to

tail offo The volume of resources which would be able to sustain a

meaningful programme of development for the African region are there

fore unlikely to be made available unless special arrangements in

favour of the ragion can bs negotiated;,

52. Some of the institutional arrangements required for chanelling

this assistance Into the region have bean created "by the African States

in recent yearsj including national development banks and corporations,

sub-regional financial institutions and the African Development Bank, '

The multilatexal institutions, especially the Tvorld Bank, have also ■■•'i; '

gained more experience of the African region and would ba capable of

managing the application of a much larger volume of external resources towards

Afrioan development than they have recently done. Recent experience

suggests that the application of such external assistance is relatively

ineffective unless it is done above a certain minimum degree of

intensity. The present situation with regard to external assistance

to the Afrioan region is that it is large en>ugh to create an aware

ness that some effort is being made - at the expense of tax payers -

in the donor countries, but too small in most recipient countries

to be able to show significant results for the effort,,

53» The possibility has been raised of special measures in the" field

of trade policy in order to assist African and some of the least

developed countries in other regions. The system of preferential'

tariffs operated by the EEC in favour of some African countries re

presents one such sat of measures which create at least favourable pre

conditions for the development of export industries in those countries.

It could be envisaged that all the Vies tarn European countries, would

extend to all African countries, and to a number of other similarly '

plaoed oountries, a general freedom of access to their markets at

least-unhindered by any tariff charges. Such a measure would represent
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a substantial gain to the opportunities for the development of the

African region in the field of export industries. The application of

such measuras, however, cannot "be considered without reference to the

interests of those other developing countries which cannot be classed

among the least developed; and the value of the arrangement would

certainly be enhanced if it could include the United States as well

as the Socialist countries,,

54» Trade measures, whether special or general, are by themselves

inadequate to ensure more rapid development in the African countries

unless they are accompanied by more positive measures of assistance

towards the development of export-generating activities. In this

regard, the African countries should aim at an intensification of

programmes such as those directed towards diversification of their

primary producing sectors by the ^Suropean Development Fund and the

World Bank, and is also proposed under the International Coffee Agree

ment* These measures have not so far led to any significant changes

in the structure of the exports of the countries affected, partly

because they are of relatively recent origin, and partly because they

have been undertaken on a "very limited scale.

55 • The initiation of a programme of export promotion under the

auspioes of the United Nations has already been announced to comprise

assistance for the establishment of competitive export industries as

well as assistance on the marketing aspects of the problem. However,

the actual content of this programme has been quite negligible up to

the present. The GATT,in co-operation with UNCTAH also operates a

programme of export promotion of modest proportions. A speoial effort

in aid of the promotion of African exports would be among the most

valuable concessions that the African countries could obtain. Its

orders of magnitude would, however? have to be in the region of $5

million for it to make a significant difference.

56. HJven more than exports to markets outside the region, the possibi

lities of obtaining effective action on behalf of the highly underdeveloped
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countries of Africa is bound up with the success of arrangements for

co-operation between neighbouring countries. In particular, the chances

that such countries would develop exports of manufactures on any substantial

scale depend upon arrangements for preferentaial access for their

manufactured products in the markets of neighbouring African countries.

Through their sub-regional arrangements the African countries creating

the institutions which would make this possible. But the whole process

could be considerably speeded up by massive international assistance

both in the consolidation of the institutional machinery and in the

development of industrial facilities and transportation networks in

accordance with a rational systemof sub-regional development and

specialization.

57« In the field of intra-African trade, the negotiation of access on

preferential terms to each others' markets is a problem primarily for

the African countries themselves to solve. But the effectiveness of

such preferences as a means of stimulating the development of export

industries depends upon the degree to which they are able to compensate

for the weaknesses of African industries vis-a-vis competing suppliers

from other regions. Therefore, at least for a transitional period,

international trade policy should assist the African countries to

develop" integrated areas of industrialization behind a reasonable level

of tariff protection. This will often require the acceptance by the

more advanced countries of a diminution of the equal, or sometimes even

preferential, access to African markets now enjoyed by them.
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FOOD PROBLEM

58. The inclusion on the UNCTAD agenda of an item on the world food

f. problem should lead to an attempt at providing an integrated picture

of the world food situation, to provide both a qualitative and a

quantitative setting of the problems of world food production, con

sumption and trade for the next decade. More specifically, it should

serve to shift discussion away from the size and modalities of food

aid and to focus it instead on how to increase food production in

developing countries. This, and in particular the role while the

international community could play in promoting a more intensive

utilization for food production of relatively idle agricultural resources

in developing countries, would seem to be the objective to be sought

at the second session of UNCTAD.

59» The disoussion should throw into relief two sets of problems and

alternative lines of development policy between which African countries

have to choose in the near future. The first is that a developing

country can itself, and should aim to, provide the greater propor

tion of the additional food supplies needed in a growing economy,

especially supplies of newer types of food product. And the second

is that it will to an increasing extent depend upon supplies from

the more efficient farms of the developed countries and meanwhile

devote its resources primarily to enlarging its industrial sector

where its comparative cost disadvantage might be much less than in

agriculture. At a future period its industrial base would support

the establishment of a modernized and highly productive agricultural

sector such as exists in the more advanced countries. In the latter

oase the Conference might discuss the forms and the costs of this

supply and also how much of it can be procured from other developing

countries•
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60. Attempts at achieving self-sufficiency in food might condemn

the people of a country to low standards of living and may mean

foregoing the chanoe of rapid economic development since much higher'

returns to capital and labour could often be obtained in other activi-

ties than food production* However, in ohe case of almost all African

countries it oan hardly be maintained that land and labour resources

are so nearly fully employed that a higher production of food cannot

be obtained without directing resources that could be utilized for

the production of industrial or primary export commodities. African

countries, or at least the region as a whole, could, and perhaps

should, produce virtually all their food requirements without penaliz

ing either the export sector or the possibilities of development and

growth of a modern industrial sector. Foreign exchange proceeds

should not be spent on imported foods as long as it is economically

feasible for an African country to produce its own food and in that .

way enable_,it to conserve all possible export earnings for the purchase of

capital which at present cannot be produced at home.

61. There are, on the other hand, African oountries, which, with the

appropriate agricultural structural changes and infusions of capital

and modern technology, can be exporters of foodstuffs both to developed

and developing countries,, For them the Conference should mark the

first stage in the establishment with international support Of long-

term projects aimed at large-scale investments for production of food

crops for export to deficit countries^ African countries should

therefore press for increased international assistance for surveys of

agricultural specialization prospects, including transport facilities,

in areas that may be earmarked for intensive surplus production of

foodstuffs.




